Blinding in randomised trials: hiding who got what
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Blinding embodies a rich history spanning over two centuries. Most researchers worldwide understand blinding terminology, but confusion lurks beyond a general comprehension. Terms such as single blind, double blind, and triple blind mean different things to different people. Moreover, many medical researchers confuse blinding with allocation concealment. Such confusion indicates misunderstandings of both. The term blinding refers to keeping trial participants, investigators (usually health-care providers), or assessors (those collecting outcome data) unaware of the assigned intervention, so that they will not be influenced by that knowledge. Blinding usually reduces differential assessment of outcomes (information bias), but can also improve compliance and retention of trial participants while reducing biased supplemental care or treatment (sometimes called co-intervention). Many investigators and readers naively consider a randomised trial as high quality simply because it is double blind, as if double-blinding is the sine qua non of a randomised controlled trial. Although double blinding (blinding investigators, participants, and outcome assessors) indicates a strong design, trials that are not double blinded should not automatically be deemed inferior. Rather than solely relying on terminology like double blinding, researchers should explicitly state who was blinded, and how. We recommend placing greater credence in results when investigators at least blind outcome assessments, except with objective outcomes, such as death, which leave little room for bias. If investigators properly report their blinding efforts, readers can judge them. Unfortunately, many articles do not contain proper reporting. If an article claims blinding without any accompanying clarification, readers should remain sceptical about its effect on bias reduction.

The rich history of blinding in clinical trials spans a couple of centuries. Most researchers worldwide appreciate its meaning. Unfortunately, beyond that general appreciation lurks confusion. Terms such as single-blind, double-blind, and triple-blind mean different things to different people. Moreover, many medical researchers confuse the term blinding with allocation concealment. The fact that such confusion arises suggests that both terms are misunderstood. Clear theoretical and practical differences separate the two. Blinding prevents ascertainment bias and protects the sequence after allocation. By contrast, researchers use methods of allocation concealment primarily to prevent selection bias and to protect an assignment sequence before and until allocation. Furthermore, in some trials, blinding cannot be successfully implemented, whereas allocation concealment can always be successfully implemented.

Blinding represents an important, distinct aspect of randomised controlled trials. The term blinding refers to keeping trial participants, investigators (usually health-care providers), or assessors (those collecting outcome data) unaware of an assigned intervention, so that they are not influenced by that knowledge. Blinding prevents bias at several stages of a trial, although its relevance varies according to circumstance. Although initial forays into blinding might have used a blindfold, the processes have now become much more elaborate. In this article, we focus on the attributes and benefits of blinding.

Potential effects of blinding

If participants are not blinded, knowledge of group assignment can affect responses to the intervention received. Participants who know that they have been assigned to a group who will receive a new treatment might harbour favourable expectations or increased apprehension. Those assigned to standard treatment, however, might feel deprived or relieved. Despite evidence to suggest that new treatments are as likely to be worse as they are to be better than standard treatments, participants probably assume that new treatments will be better than standard treatments—new means improved. In any case, knowledge of the intervention received, and perceptions of that treatment, can affect the psychological or physical responses of the participants. Knowledge of treatment allocation can also affect compliance and retention of trial participants (panel 1).

Blinding investigators—those who contribute to a broadly defined trial team including, but not limited to, trial designers, participant enrolers, randomisation implementors, health-care providers, intervention counsellors, and routine data collectors—is also important. Investigators especially pertinent to blinding include health-care providers (such as an attending physician or nurse) and intervention counsellors—eg, someone who delivers a behavioural prevention message—who might interact with the participants throughout the trial. If investigators are not blinded, their attitudes for or against an intervention can be directly transferred to participants. Their inclinations could also be manifested in differential use of ancillary interventions of supplemental care or treatment (co-interventions), differential decisions to withdraw participants from a trial, or differential adjustments to the medication dose (panel 1). Investigators might also encourage or discourage continuation in a trial on the basis of knowledge of the intervention group assignment.

Perhaps most importantly, blinding helps to reduce differential assessment of outcomes (often called information or ascertainment bias) (panel 1). For example, if outcome assessors who know of the treatment allocation believe a new intervention is better than an old
one they could register more generous responses to that intervention. Indeed, in a placebo-controlled trial in patients with multiple sclerosis the unblinded, but not the blinded, neurologists’ assessments showed an apparent benefit of the intervention.

Subjective outcomes—eg, pain scores—present great opportunities for bias. Furthermore, some outcomes judged objective can be fraught with subjectivity, for example, salpingitis. In general, though, blinding becomes less important to reduce observer bias as the outcomes become less subjective, since objective (hard) outcomes leave little opportunity for bias. Knowledge of the intervention would not greatly affect measurement of a hard outcome, such as death.

Lexicon of blinding
Non-blinded (open or open label) denotes trials in which everyone involved knows who has received which interventions throughout the trial. Blinding (masking) indicates that knowledge of the intervention assignments is hidden from participants, trial investigators, or assessors.

The terminology single blind usually means that one of the three categories of individuals (normally participant rather than investigator) remains unaware of intervention assignments throughout the trial. A single-blind trial might also, confusingly, mean that the participant and investigators both know the intervention, but that the assessor remains unaware of it.

In a double-blind trial, participants, investigators, and assessors usually all remain unaware of the intervention assignments throughout the trial. In view of the fact that three groups are kept ignorant, the terminology double blind is sometimes misleading. In medical research, however, an investigator frequently also assesses, so in this instance the terminology accurately refers to two categories.

Triple blind usually means a double-blind trial that also maintains a blind data analysis. Some investigators, however, denote trials as triple-blind if investigators and assessors are distinct people and both, as well as participants, remain unaware of assignments. Investigators rarely use quadruple blind, but those that do use the term to denote blinding of participants, investigators, assessors, and data analysts. Thus, quintuple blind must mean that the allocation schedule has been lost and nobody knows anything. Contrary to Mae West’s claim that “too much of a good thing can be wonderful”, such is not always the case in blinding.

Confused terminology of single, double, and triple blinding permeates the literature, with physicians, textbooks, and journal articles all offering different interpretations and definitions. Not only do investigators not define double-blind trials consistently, in particular, but they make matters worse by frequently failing to report their definitions clearly in their articles. Building on the original blindfolding efforts, and the once common double blindfold terminology, we further obfuscate by offering additional definitions of single and double blinding (figure 1). More seriously, when we use double-blind or its derivatives in this article, we mean that steps have been taken to blind participants, investigators, and assessors to group assignments. In reporting randomised controlled trials, we urge researchers to explicitly state what steps they took to keep whom blinded.

Sparse reporting on blinding, however, is common. Many investigators neglect to report whether or not their trial was blinded. For example, reports of 51% of 506 trials in cystic fibrosis, 33% of 196 trials in rheumatoid arthritis, and 38% of 68 trials in dermatology did not state whether blinding was used. When researchers have reported their study as double-blind, they frequently have not provided much further clarification. For example, of 31 double-blind trials in obstetrics and gynecology, only 14 (45%) reports indicated the similarity of the treatment and control regimens (for example, appearance, taste, administration) and only 5 (16%) provided statements to indicate that blinding was successful.

Masking or blinding
Some people prefer the term masking to blinding to describe the same procedure. Masking might be more appropriate in trials that involve participants who have impaired vision, and could be less confusing in trials in which blindness is an outcome. Blinding, however, conveys a strong bias prevention message. Apparently, blinding terminology emerged when Benjamin Franklin and colleagues actually blindfolded participants to shield them from knowledge in their assessments of the
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Panel 1: Potential benefits accruing dependent on those individuals successfully blinded

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Individuals blinded</th>
<th>Potential benefits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Participants</td>
<td>Less likely to have biased psychological or physical responses to intervention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>More likely to comply with trial regimen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Less likely to seek additional adjunct interventions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Less likely to leave trial without providing outcome data, leading to lost to follow-up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trial investigators</td>
<td>Less likely to transfer their inclinations or attitudes to participants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Less likely to differentially administer co-interventions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Less likely to differentially adjust dose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Less likely to differentially withdraw participants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Less likely to differentially encourage or discourage participants to continue trial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessors</td>
<td>Less likely to have biases affect their outcome assessments, especially with subjective outcomes of interest</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
therapeutic claims made for Mesmerism. The imagery of blindfolding, a total covering of the eyes, conveys stronger bias prevention than masking, where eye holes could permit viewing (figure 2). Blinding also suggests a more secure procedure to some. The International Conference on Harmonization (ICH) guidance, for example, primarily uses blinding terminology. (The ICH is an intensive tripartite collaboration between regulatory authorities in Europe, Japan, and the USA to develop common guidelines for the design, implementation, and reporting of clinical trials). We prefer blinding because it has a long history, maintains worldwide recognition, creates strong imagery, and permeates the ICH guidelines.

Placebos and blinding

Interventions (treatments) sometimes have no effect on the outcomes being studied. When an ineffective intervention is administered to participants in the context of a well-designed randomised controlled trial, however, beneficial effects on participants' attitudes sometimes occur, which in turn affect outcomes. Researchers refer to this phenomena as the placebo effect.

A placebo refers to a pharmacologically inactive agent that investigators administer to participants in the control group of a trial. The use of a placebo control group balances the placebo effect in the treatment group, allowing for independent assessment of the treatment effect. Although placebos can have a psychological effect, they are administered to participants in a trial because they are otherwise inactive. An active placebo is a placebo with properties that mimic the symptoms or side-effects—eg, dry mouth, sweating—that might otherwise reveal the identity of the (pharmacologically) active test treatment. Most researchers agree that placebos should be administered, whenever possible, to controls when assessing the effects of a proposed new treatment for a condition for which no effective treatment already exists. Indeed, blinding frequently necessitates the use of placebos.

However, a proven effective standard treatment, if such exists, is usually given to the control group for comparison against a new treatment. Thus, investigators might compare two active treatment groups without a placebo group. Even then, however, investigators frequently attempt to achieve blinding by use of the double-dummy method, in essence two placebos. For example, for comparison of two agents, one in a blue capsule and the other in a red capsule, the investigators would prepare blue placebo capsules and red placebo capsules. Then both treatment groups would receive a blue and a red capsule, one active and one inactive.

Does blinding prevent bias?

Some investigators, readers, and editors overstate the importance of blinding in prevention of bias. Indeed, some consider a randomised trial as high quality if it is double-blind—ie, as if double blinding is the sine qua non of a randomised controlled trial. Unfortunately, scientific life is not that simple. A randomised trial can be methodologically sound and not be double blind, or, conversely, double blind and not methodologically sound. Lasagna captured that notion long ago: “Let us examine the placebo somewhat more critically, however, since it and ‘double blind’ have reached the status of fetishes in our thinking and literature. The Automatic Aura of Respectability, Infallibility, and Scientific Savoir-faire which they possess for many can be easily shown to be undeserved in certain circumstances.” Although double blinding suggests a strong design, it is not the primary indicator of overall trial quality. Moreover, many trials cannot be double blinded. Such trials must, therefore, be judged on overall merit rather than an inapplicable standard based on double blinding.

We do not, however, suggest that blinding is unimportant. Intuitively, blinding should reduce bias, and available evidence supports that impression. Methodological investigations tend to show that double blinding prevents bias but is less important, on average, in prevention of bias than is adequate allocation concealment.

What to look for in descriptions of blinding

In general, if researchers describe a trial as double-blind, readers can assume that they have avoided bias. Empirical evidence lends support to this recommendation. As suggested in the CONSORT guidelines, however, investigators should not use only the single-blind, double-blind, or triple-blind terminology, but should also explicitly state who was blinded, and how. Moreover, if the researchers contend that the trial investigators, participants, and assessors were blinded—ie, double blind—then they should provide information about the mechanism (capsules, tablets, film, &c), similarity of treatments (mechanism, appearance, taste, administration), and allocation schedule control—eg, location of the schedule during the trial, when the code was broken for the analysis, and circumstances under which the code could be broken for individual instances. Such additional information can lend support to or undermine claims of double-blindness.

If researchers properly report their blinding efforts, readers can judge those efforts. Unfortunately, many articles will not contain proper reporting. If a researcher claims to have done a blinded study, but does not provide accompanying clarification, readers should remain sceptical about its effect on bias reduction. For example, one trial of prophylactic antibiotics claimed to be blinded, but the methods section of the report revealed that little or no blinding occurred.

Ideally, researchers should also relate if blinding was successful. Investigators can theoretically assess the success of blinding by directly asking participants, healthcare providers, or outcome assessors which intervention they think was administered (panel 3). In principle, if blinding was successful, these individuals should not be able to do better than chance when guessing the intervention, for example. In practice, however, blinding might be totally successful, but participants, health-care providers, and outcome assessors might nevertheless guess the intervention because of ancillary information. Disproportionate levels of adverse side-effects might...
Panel 2: Descriptions of blinding

“No patient, research nurse, investigator, or any other medical or nursing staff in the ICU was aware of the treatment assignments for the duration of the study. All statistical analysis was also done with masking maintained. Randomisation authorities were instructed to report any suspected breach of the masking procedures. No report was filed. . . . The drug or placebo (vehicle without active drug) was prepared for syringe pump infusion or for volumetric pump infusion in indistinguishable syringes or bags.”

“. . . in a double-blind, placebo-controlled manner . . . Neither the patients nor doctors could distinguish the placebo from sibutramine capsules. The taste of the capsules was identical. Provided they were swallowed whole as instructed. . . . Results of biochemical analyses were completed before the randomisation code was broken at the end of the completed trial.”

“The study was double-blind—that is, neither the women nor the study staff, including the biostatisticians at Family Health International, knew which group was using the nonoxynol 9 film. The nonoxynol 9 film contained . . . The placebo film contained . . . The films were identical in appearance, packaging, and labeling.”

“The doxycycline and placebo were in capsule form and identical in appearance. . . . The randomization code was kept in the USA.” (Note: the trial was conducted in Kenya) “Thus, all administration and assessments were done blinded to treatment assignment, and the investigators and patients were also blinded to the ongoing results of the study. The code was broken only after data collection had been completed.”

ICU=intensive care unit.

provide strong hints as to the intervention. Irrespective of painstaking efforts to do double-blinded trials, some interventions have side-effects that are so recognisable that their occurrence will unavoidably reveal the intervention received to both the participants and the health-care providers.11,24 Even more fundamental than hints from adverse effects are the hints from clinical outcomes. Researchers usually welcome large clinical effects (except perhaps in equivalence trials). If they arise, health-care providers and participants would likely deduce—not always accurately of course—that a participant with a positive outcome received the active (new) intervention materialises as helpful (highly desirable) then their deductions would be correct more often than chance guesses.24,31 Irrespective of their suspicions, end-of-trial tests of blindness might actually be tests of hunches for adverse effects or efficacy.25,26

Furthermore, individuals might be reluctant to expose any unblinding efforts by providing accurate responses to the queries—in other words, if they have deciphered group assignments, they might provide responses contrary to their deciphering findings to disguise their actions. That difficulty, along with interpretation difficulties stemming from adverse side-effects and successful clinical outcomes, leads us to question the usefulness of tests of blinding in some circumstances. Investigators should carefully consider the usefulness of assessing the success of their blinding efforts, but if they proceed, should provide the results of any assessments. At the very least, they should report any failure of the blinding procedure, such as non-identical placebo or active preparations. Published reports rarely contain assessments of blinding, but, if provided, readers should sceptically assess the information presented.

Double blinding proves difficult or impossible in many trials. For instance, in general, surgical trials cannot be double blinded. Specifically, a trial that compares degrees of pain associated with sampling blood from the ear or thumb cannot be double-blinded.14 If researchers do not describe their trial as double-blind or the equivalent, it could still be scientifically strong. Apart from assessment of the other methodological aspects of the trial, readers would have to assess how much bias might have ensued due to absence of blinding. Readers should identify if anybody was blinded in the trial and what benefits might have accrued (panel 1). Indeed, blinding of outcome assessors is often possible and advisable, even in open trials.13 For example, lesions can be photographed before and after treatment and assessed by someone not involved in the study.11 We recommend placing greater credence in results when someone unaware of treatment assignments judges outcome measures.

Even that recommendation, however, is not absolute. As noted earlier, some hard outcomes, such as death, leave little room for ascertainment bias. In other words, blinding the assessor to hard outcomes might have little effect.

Conclusion
Blinding embodies a rich history spanning over two centuries. Most researchers worldwide understand blinding terminology, but confusion lurs beyond a general comprehension. Investigators should clearly explicate those blinded and not blinded in their trial, rather than only labeling their trial as single-blind, double-blind, or triple-blind. Readers should expect such clarity when reading and judging a trial report.

We thank Willard Cates and David L. Sackett for their helpful comments on an earlier version of this report. Much of this material stems from our 15 years of teaching the Berlex Foundation Faculty Development Course.
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